The vascular wall as a regulator of tissue oxygenation.
The development of the phosphorescence quenching oxygen measurement technique has allowed for a simultaneous measurement of intra and perivascular partial pressure oxygen along arteriolar vessels in vivo. Mapping the microvascular distribution and oxygen gradients across the vascular walls using this high-resolution technique reveals the existence of large radial gradients between the vasculature and the tissue, with concomitant longitudinal oxygen loss. Mass balance analysis along vessel segments indicates that the vascular wall has a high rate of oxygen consumption. This review presents the current status of in-vivo studies on the partitioning of oxygen between blood, the vascular wall and the surrounding tissue, thereby positioning an oxygen sink between blood and tissue regulating oxygen release. Induced vasoactivity (vasoconstriction and vasodilation) has been shown to modulate oxygen consumption of the vascular wall and directly affect the portion of oxygen available to the tissue. Inhibition of the endothelial layer of the vessel wall resulted in a decrease in the oxygen gradient across the vessel. The vascular wall is a sink for oxygen. The modulation of vessel wall oxygen consumption can substantially impact the amount of oxygen released to the tissue.